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Abstract

Shaped charges with different angles or/and different liner wall
thicknesses have been tested against an explosive reactive armor
sandwich. The reason was to find out if more robust shaped
charges give more residual penetration against an ERA sandwich,
compared to shaped charges with more penetration performance
in RHA targets. It was thought, that the latter ones are more
sensitive against disturbances. But the shaped charges with the
higher perforation capability have typically higher jet tip veloc-
ities and this gives more residual penetration also against ERA
targets. In other words the so-called more robust charges gave less
performance against the ERA sandwiches than the shaped
charges which have higher performance in RHA targets.
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1 Background

Many people had once the opinion that “robust” shaped
charges with thicker liners, respectively with larger opening
angles, are less disturbed by special armors because they
should have a thicker jet with more mass. But with such
charges the jet tip velocities are partially remarkably
reduced. To prove these conceptual ideas a test series was
performed with an explosive reactive armor (ERA) sand-
wich. Additionally shaped charges with different diameters
were also fired.

2 Test Setup

The shaped charges detonated at a standoff distance of
two calibers in front of a 10 mm thick, 608 inclined RHA
plate. At further 200 mm in line of sight or 100 mm
perpendicular distance a symmetric reactive armor sand-
wich was arranged which consisted of a 4 mm mild steel
front plate, a 2 mm thick layer of high explosive and again a
4 mm mild steel rear plate for all the described ERA tests.
To get enough space for achieving flash X-ray pictures of the
disturbed jets, a large 10 mm thick mild steel plate was
perpendicularly arranged at 400 mm distance behind the
ERA sandwich, to catch the spall fragments and deviated jet
elements over a large area. The residual penetrations were

measured in mild steel witness blocks of 100 mm thickness
and 190 mm diameter (Fig. 1).

3 Shaped Charges with Different Liner Angles

For this investigation 96 mm shaped charges with wave
shaper were used. The liner angles were changed from 608,
over 758 to 908with a constant 2 mm liner wall thickness. The
standoff distance of two calibers means here around
200 mm.

Figure 2 shows in the upper line the shaped charge firing
number in Schrobenhausen, followed by the shaped charge
liner angles 2a, and then the used plate thicknesses. A
graphical sketch below presents the geometric conditions in
the firing direction with the air gap distances and the target
plate angles and finally the achieved residual penetrations.
The results are individual tests which have no statistical
meaning.

The 608 liner achieved 210 mm residual penetration, the
758 liner 148 mm and the 908 liner 166 mm. The penetration
of 210 mm of the standard shaped charge with the 608 liner is
greater than that of the supposed more robust shaped
charges with the greater liner angles.

All these tests were conducted with flash X-ray (FXR)
pictures from the incoming and perforating jets, which are
presented together with the test setup on the bottom of
Figure 3. A make switch in front of the mild steel witness
blocks was used. The time differences for the three FXR
pictures after the detonation of the high explosive charge
are not equal, because the jet tip velocities have been
different.

The FXR shadowgraphs can be better compared with
each other if they are presented in a time distance diagram
together with the jet fan [1] (Fig. 4). From this diagram the
jet tip velocities can be easily read out. For the 608 liner this
is around 9 mm/ms, for the 758 liner 7.5 mm/ms and for the 908
liner around 6.5 mm/ms. If the three flash X-ray pictures are
carefully compared, then at least no remarkable increase on
jet diameter and therefore on jet mass can be recognized by
the increase of the liner angle. This fact, changing the liner
angle does not increase the jet mass, is also found in later test
series and from numerical calculations [2]. A detailed
explanation of this behavior should not be discussed here.

The faster jets are at least less disturbed in the tip region
compared to the slower jet portions by the used explosive* Corresponding author; e-mail: manfred.held@eads.com
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Figure 1. Test setup to measure the disturbances of the shaped charge jets by flash X-ray and to get the residual penetrations.

Figure 2. Layout of test setup with the achieved result of 3 liner angles of 608, 758 and 908.

Figure 3. Flash X-ray pictures of the three passing jets of the shaped charges with the three different liner angles.
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reactive armor. The FXR pictures show that with the
decreasing jet tip velocities i.e. increasing liner angles the
jets behind the ERA sandwiches are more disturbed.

The contours of the jets in Fig. 4 are drawn out with their
partially or fully disturbed regions, achieving also their radii.
These analyzed values are summarized in Fig. 5, which
shows the clear reduction of jet tip velocities and a small
trend of increasing jet diameters from the 608 to the 908 liner
angles.

4 Shaped Charges with Different Liner Wall
Thicknesses

The liner wall thickness of the 96 mm shaped charge with
the 608 cone angle was made smaller and thicker than the
2 mm reference charge and fired against the same test
arrangement at standoff distances of two calibers. The
maximum penetration was achieved with the 1 mm liner
with 280 mm penetration in comparison to 210 mm for the

Figure 4. Disturbed jet after 4/2/4 ERA armor in the time distance plot.

Figure 5. From the flash X-ray pictures analyzed jet diameters and disturbed jet regions as a function of jet velocity.
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2 mm liner thickness (Fig. 6). The penetration performance
then decreases for the 0.75 mm liner to 220 mm, but this is
still a little better than the 2 mm liner. With thicker liners,
3 mm and 4 mm, the penetration is further decreasing to
137 mm and 110 mm, respectively.

Unfortunately the FXR pictures are no more available
from these tests. Therefore, only the penetration values can
be interpreted and discussed with the measured jet tip
velocities. The tip velocity increased a little from 9 mm/ms of
the 2 mm liner to 9.5 mm/ms of the 1 mm liner. A further
increase for the 0.75 mm liner is not possible because of the
“sound barrier” [3]. For the thin 0.75 mm liner larger
inaccuracies are expected which lead to more deviations
from the charge axis compared to the 1 mm or 2 mm liners.
The tip velocities of the shaped charge jets decrease with the
liner wall thicknesses from 1 mm to 4 mm. These smaller jet

tip velocities are the reason for less efficient shaped charge
jets against this investigated explosive reactive armor
sandwich.

It is also a wrong opinion that thicker liners should give
bigger jet diameters. The increase is only minimal and not at
all proportional. The loss on jet tip velocity is much more
critical for defeating such targets compared to the small
increase of jet mass.

The residual penetrations are summarized as a function of
the jet tip velocities for the two discussed liner parameters in
Fig. 7. As mentioned before all values are single test results.
Only the 908 liner deviates a little from the clear trend, that
with decreasing jet tip velocities also the penetration
performance decreases behind the used 4/2/4 ERA sand-
wich. The diagram shows the importance of high jet tip
velocities for shaped charge layout to get maximum residual

Figure 6. Test results of the different liner wall thicknesses against light ERA target.

Figure 7. Residual penetration in mild steel after a 4/2/4 ERA sandwich as a function of jet tip velocity for different liner geometries –
liner angle and liner thickness – of a 96 mm shaped charge.
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penetrations [4]. Or in other words, the reactive armor
sandwiches with the same layer of high explosive are less
effective defeating shaped charges with high jet tip veloc-
ities.

5 Shaped Charges with Different Diameters

Shaped charges of 64 mm diameter and 1 mm wall
thickness fired against this ERA-target 4/2/4 under 608
NATO-angle (Fig. 8) are compared to 96 mm shaped charge
with 2 mm wall thickness and 144 mm diameter with again
2 mm thick liner. The penetration increases from the 64 mm
shaped charge with 85 mm residual penetration to the

96 mm shaped charge (a different test compared to the
earlier described firing) with 234 mm to finally 610 mm
penetration for the 144 mm shaped charge. With identical
target set ups, the distances of the plates were held constant
for these three tests. Only the built-in standoffs were with
constant 2 calibers, a little different in millimeters. This
means, the 64 mm shaped charge had 768 mm, respectively
12 caliber standoff distance to the witness blocks, the 96 mm
shaped charge 832 mm or 8.7 caliber standoff and the large
144 mm shaped charge 928 mm or respectively 6.4 caliber
standoff to the semi-infinite target. The small shaped charge
lies already above the optimum standoff and the large
144 mm shaped charge just in the range of the optimum
distance for good penetration.

Figure 8. Residual penetration of shaped charges with different diameters against ERA 4/2/4.

Figure 9. Flash X-ray pictures of the jets before and after the 4/2/4 ERA target from shaped charges of 64 mm, 96 mm, 144 mm base
diameter; the target setup is sketched at the bottom.
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From these 3 tests also flash X-ray pictures are available
(Fig. 9). These flash X-ray pictures can again be introduced
in the time distance plot together with the jet fan (Fig. 10).
The small 64 mm shaped charge with wave shaper has a jet
tip velocity of 9.5 mm/ms, the 96 mm and 144 mm shaped
charges have jet tip velocities around 8.75 mm/ms. The jet of
the 64 mm shaped charge is definitely much thinner and
remarkably more disturbed as the jet of the 96 mm shaped
charge. The flash X-ray picture of the remarkably thicker jet
of the 144 mm shaped charge shows that the jet is only on the
upper line partially reduced in thickness, while the 96 mm jet

already shows clear “eruptions”, and there are already
larger segments missing in the jet of the 64 mm shaped
charge.

The analyzed flash X-ray pictures with regard to the jet
diameters and the introduced disturbances or missing jet
portions are summarized again as a function of the jet
velocities in Fig. 11. This diagram illustrates very well the
effect of the 4/2/4 ERA armor on the different jets of shaped
charges with different charge diameters.

Figure 10. Flash X-ray pictures of the different charge sizes of 64 mm, 96 mm and 144 mm in the time distance plot after the 4/2/4 ERA
sandwich.

Figure 11. Analyzed jet diameters and disturbances of the analyzed flash X-ray pictures of the 3 fired shaped charge diameters of
64 mm, 96 mm and 144 mm.
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6 Disturbance Frequencies

The shaped charge jets are obviously consecutively
disturbed. As described in an earlier paper [5], a small slit
in the flying plate is produced by the interaction with the jet.
Some follow-on jet elements can pass relatively undistur-
bed, until the next interaction occurs between the jet and slit
bottom in the plate. The time differences can be either
graphically defined or calculated by the velocity differences
of neighboring disturbed passed jet sections. As distance
between so-called virtual origin and disturbing flying plates
is used the original position of the ERA sandwich plates and
not the changing distances of the flying plates during these

dynamic processes in this diagram. The following sketch
explains this graphically (Fig. 12). This can be also mathe-
matically expressed by the following equation

Dtn ¼ Zo=vj;nþ1 � Zo=vj;n ð1Þ

where Dt is the time difference, ZO the distance of the ERA
plate to the virtual origin of the shaped charge and vjn are the
jet velocities at the found disturbances

The time differences of these disturbances of the three
tests with the different liner angles of 608, 758 and 908
(Fig. 13) and for the three shaped charge calibers of 64 mm,
96 mm and 144 mm (Fig. 14) are graphically summarized as

Figure 12. Time distance plots for defining the time differences of disturbing sequences of shaped charge jets by ERA sandwiches (or
other “moving” targets).

Figure 13. Time frequencies of disturbances of the jets with shaped charges of 608, 758 and 908 cone angles by the ERA sandwich 4/2/4.
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function of the jet velocity which have a relatively large
scatter. But they are lying roughly in the band between 3 ms
and 5 ms. It is surprising that the disturbance frequencies are
more or less equal and any trend for the different shaped
charge designs with different cone angles is not visible. They
are also not really changing with the shaped charge
diameters.

7 Conclusions

So-called robust shaped charges have reduced residual
penetrations compared to standard precision shaped charg-
es against ERA targets, because their tip velocities are
reduced by changing the liner angle and the liner wall
thickness.

Thicker jets from larger caliber shaped charges are less
disturbed and give therefore more residual penetration. The
disturbing frequencies for the used reactive armor sandwich
4/2/4 device of around 250 kHz is constant for the inves-
tigated shaped charges with different liner angles, wall
thickness and also shaped charge caliber
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Abbreviations

ERA Explosive reactive armor
FXR Flash X-ray
RHA Rolled homogeneous armor
SC Shaped charge
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Figure 14. Time frequencies of disturbances of the jets of shaped charges with different diameters by the ERA sandwich 4/2/4
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